
beer descriptions - alphabetical 

angry orchard Cider - 5% abv
Bright crisp apple flavor with the perfect balance of sweetness and acidity 
 
angry orchard rose cider - 5.5% abv 
apple forward in taste, complimented by refreshingly light tannins, similar to a semi-dry wine 
 
Asbury park sea dragon - 7% abv
unfiltered, east coast ipa loaded with hops for a huge nose of citrus and pine and a classic bitter finish
  
ballast point Manta ray - 8.5% abv
double ipa with aromas of fres, citrusy tangerine, melon and light pine leaving a smooth finish

blue moon - 5.4% abv 
refreshing, medium-bodied, unfiltered belgian-style wheat ale spiced with fresh coriander and orange peel 

blue moon summer honey wheat ale - 5.2% abv 
wheat ale brewed with orange peel & Clover honey  

Brooklyn sorachi ace - 5% abv 
citrusy farmhouse saison featuring the rare sorachi ace hop
 
brooklyn summer ale - 5% abv
light-bodied refreshing summer pale ale 

bud light - 4.2% abv 
light lager with a blend of aroma hops, barley malts and rice 

bud light lime - 4.2% abv 
light lager brewed with real lime peels giving a hint of real lime flavor in every sip

bud light orange - 4.2% abv
light lager brewed with real orange peels adding a citrusy flavor 

bud light lime-a-rita - 8% Abv  
blending the flavor of an authentic margarita with a refreshing splash of bud light lime

bud light straw-ber-rita - 8% abv
blending the refreshment of a bud light lime with the taste of an authentic straberry margarita

Budweiser - 5% abv 
american style pale lager
 
captain lawrence orbital tilt - 5.9% abv 
ipa brewed with pilsner malt and a blend of citra lupulin powder and pellets for a tropical aroma and finish

coors light - 4.2% abv 
premium light beer

corona - 4.5% abv
refreshing pilsner style lager  pilsner-style lager 
 
double nickel vienna lager - 5.3% abv
a malt forward lager comprised of pilsner, vienna and munich malts 
 
evil genius purple monkey dishwasher - 6.7% ABV
robust porter infused with chocolate and peanut butter
 
flying fish farmhouse summer ale - 4.6% ABV
lightly filtred wheat beer with an earthly, spicy hop characger from the imported styrian goldings hops
 
forgotten boardwalk 1916 shore shiver - 6.9% ABV
ipa with a resign hop reminiscent of stone fruits mellowing t oa spicy fnish 

Forgotten boardwalk funnel cake - 5.5% abv 
cream ale brewed with vanilla beans and lactose sugar

guinness - 4.2% abv
irish dry stout with the perfect balance of bitter and sweet

harpoon ufo pineapple - 5.2% abv 
hefeweizen with bursts of juicy, tropical flavors

heineken - 5% abv
european pale lager 
 
kona big wave - 4.4% abv
full bodied ipa with bitterness balanced by the malty body of the beer  
not quite pale ale. 

leinenkugels summer shandy - 4.2% abv  
traditional weiss beer with refreshying natural lemonade flavor 

long trail harvest - 4.4% abv 
season brown ale with a rich, chocolate profile and earthy hop character

long trail thru hiker - 4.4% abv
summer wheat beer with a slightly sweet hazy body and notes of citrus, spice, and fruity hops 

magic hat elder betty 5.5% abv
weiss-style ale with a bready malt flavor balanced by a touch of hops and tart berry flavors 
 
Miller lite - 4.2% abv
light lager 
 
Modelo especial - 4.6% abv 
pilsner-style lager with a crisp, refreshing taste
  
new belgium tartastic strawberry lemon ale - 4.2% abv
a combination of strawberry and lemon purees resulting in a balance of sweet and sour fruit
 
sam adams boston lager - 5% abv 
full bodied lager with a balance of malty sweetness contrasted by hop spiciness and a smooth finish 

shiner sea salt & Lime - 4% abv 
summer seasonal with a refreshing clash of sea salt and a squeeze of lime 

sierra nevada hazy little thing - 6.7% abv 
unfiltered, unprocessed IPA with a modest bitterness and intense hop character 

sierra nevada tropical torpedo - 6.7% abv 
ipa with an intense rush of hop flavor and lush aromas of mango, papaya and passion fruit
 
spellbound triple peach ipa - 6.5% abv 
light in color and body, refreshing hoppy citrus notes intertwine with the peach  

Sweet water triple tail - 5.5% abv
tropical style ipa with notes of papaya, pineapple and passionfruit

terrapin watermelon goose - 5.5% abv
watermelon aroma and flavor is complemented wit ha distinct lactic tartness and saltiness

tuckahoe quatrain - 6.4% 
juicy and hazy ipa with aromas of orange skittles, watermelon, peach and resinous pine

victory summer love - 5.2% abv
refreshing golden ale with earthy, citrusy hop aromas and flavors of lemon and pine

yuengling - 4.4%
American lager with a roasted caramel malt for subtle sweetness 


